S type jaguar 2005

Jaguar s type 3. Posted by neil in Motors, Cars in Cambuslang. This vehicle has been LPG
converted grey in colour lovely to drive cream leather interior. This vehicle has been serviced at
miles, miles, miles, miles, miles, mile. Stunning facelift X Jaguar S-Type 2. Very clean rust free
example. Low tax over newer models. Full service history completed at 6k,. Lovely car Jaguar S
Type 2. Stunning low mileage example. Presented in a lovely colour combination. Full Leather
Seats. Factory Sat Nav. Lovely throughout. Service History including the all important cambelt
change. Free 12 Months AA Breakdown cover. HPI Clear! Part ex. First registered December 57
Reg as a demonstrator by Harwoods Chichester and then acquired by its single private keeper
in March , with just 78, miles this S-Type 2. Finished in Frost Blue wi. Around 90k on the clock.
Reluctantly having to part with my beloved Jaguar due to covid and subsequent lack of work
means we are unable to justify running two vehicles and with the. Fully loaded, sat nav, heated
memory seats, dual zone climate control, Bluetooth, jaguar voice, front and rear parking
sensors. Automatic lights and wipers Has recently had cam belt chang. Full service history.
Fitted with Beautiful Alloy wheels. Jaguar S-Type 2. This beautiful S Type R saloon has just
arrived in part exchange and is a true credit to the previous owner. Finished in Ultraviolet Blue
Metallic with full Black leather interior. The car benefits from a comprehensive total Jaguar main
agent servic. For sale my jaguar 2. Car Loans. Adverts older than today 7 images. Jaguar
Cambuslang, Glasgow. Distance from search location: miles Ongar, Essex. Jaguar S Type 2.
Jaguar S type 2. Pagination Previous Currently on Page 1 2 3 4 5 Next. Top searches Top
locations. Top Searches in Scotland maserati for sale used jaguar xe for sale jaguar xk8 for sale
jaguar xf estate for sale sports cars for sale abarth saab cars for sale jaguar x type diesel nissan
smart cars for sale suzuki citroen honda lotus pick up aston martin cadillac gas bi fuel jeep
mpv. Jaguar S-type in Northern Ireland. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best Gumtree
experience. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We like the improvements to the
Jaguar S-Type. It's a comfortable car, it handles well, and it still makes a statement when it pulls
up to a five-star hotel. We found the base 3. Opt for the 4. If that isn't enough, you can spring for
the high-performance S-Type R, which boasts a horsepower supercharged engine, sports
suspension, and big Brembo brakes. Another more gradual but no less significant change:
Jaguar's quality has been dramatically improved over the past few years and recent buyers
report being very happy with their new S-Types. Full Review The Jaguar S-Type sedan was a
great car when it was introduced and it's a much better car now. When it was launched in , we
praised its beautiful exterior and rich interior, and enthused over the sporty handling. Jaguar
then re-engineered the S-Type for , a major change that revised 70 percent of the car. The result
was improved response, a smoother ride, and enhanced comfort and convenience. In short, the
car had improved dramatically. For , Jaguar has updated the styling, revised the interior, and
retuned the suspension. And the wonderful ZF six-speed automatic is now standard on all
models. All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open
and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free
is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The Jaguar S-Type sedan was a
great car when it was introduced and it's a much better car now. Hide Full Review. Choose a
Trim 4dr Sedan 3. Engine 3. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and
get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's
how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A
drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Read hundreds of reviews about the '05 a great year for this car , and went
looking for an "S Type". Found one with 30K and was certified. Bought it and never looked
back. Ride is smooth and the the pick up with the 6 cyl is like a rocket. This feline can do more if
asked to! Wonderful, smooth, powerful ride. Engine purrs like a cat!! I bought this car and the
dealer highly suggested I purchase the extended warranty, and I'm glad I did. I like the car,
drives great, is quiet, shifts smoothly, fuel economy is ok, around 21 avg. However, it is in the
shop every months for either oil leaks, electrical probs my wife called me this morning saying
the temp read out was flashing on and off , transmission fluid leaks, parking break motor going
out, etc. The dealer is normally good about giving me a loaner, and they always fix it for free,
except when the gas tank latch broke. I thought that was bad, but didn't say much. All in all, I
would never buy a Jag again, but I am glad I owned a nice car. I have owned 3 Jags, MK ll. The
last was purchased off a three year lease , 27K miles in Sept Present 63 K miles. Maintenance at

30K 40K by dealer at no charge. At 65 MPH. I have owned or leased 14 autos, German , US and
Japanese. This has been a joy to own. I have owned my S type R for quite some time now and I
have to say it's a pleasure to drive. The looks alone make it stand out from the masses but the
performance is sensational. Jaguars of old have had some bad press, I'm here to say that's all
changed. These cars are classics in waiting and represent fantastic bang for your buck. But the
price seemed right, so I bought it. A week later, the battery was dead, then every week after, the
battery would die, faithfully. I'm disappointed that Jaguar produces such beautiful cars with
such ridiculous flaws. I love this car, but hate this car. Other than that, it's been great, but I
wouldn't buy another Jag. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
S-Type. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great Car Love My Jag!! Items per page:. Write a review See all
S-Types for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Type. Sign Up. Fully loaded, sat nav, heated
memory seats, dual zone climate control, Bluetooth, jaguar voice, front and rear parking
sensors. Automatic lights and wipers Has recently had cam belt chang. Full service history.
Fitted with Beautiful Alloy wheels. This vehicle has been serviced at miles, miles, miles, miles,
miles, mile. Stunning facelift X Jaguar S-Type 2. Very clean rust free example. Low tax over
newer models. Full service history completed at 6k,. Lovely car Jaguar S Type 2. Stunning low
mileage example. Presented in a lovely colour combination. Full Leather Seats. Factory Sat Nav.
Lovely throughout. Service History including the all important cambelt change. Free 12 Months
AA Breakdown cover. HPI Clear! Part ex. First registered December 57 Reg as a demonstrator
by Harwoods Chichester and then acquired by its single private keeper in March , with just 78,
miles this S-Type 2. Finished in Frost Blue wi. Around 90k on the clock. Here at A1 we are
pleased to present this stunning saloon S type Jaguar. Presented in grey this car comes with 12
Months MOT at point of sale and full service history. This car is high spec throughout, with rear
parking sensors, full leather interio. Reluctantly having to part with my beloved Jaguar due to
covid and subsequent lack of work means we are unable to justify running two vehicles and
with the. Jaguar S-Type 2. This beautiful S Type R saloon has just arrived in part exchange and
is a true credit to the previous owner. Finished in Ultraviolet Blue Metallic with full Black leather
interior. The car benefits from a comprehensive total Jaguar main agent servic. For sale my
jaguar 2. New discs, pads and calipers last year. Runs well and economical. Air con not
working. Most people who are looking for a used Jaguar S-type look for one from , and , but the
cheapest years on Gumtree from which you can pick a Jaguar S-type include , and The most
expensive Jaguar S-type cars have colours like green, cream and black, while the most popular
colours generally are white, green and blue. This guide is intended to provide general guidance
only. It is not intended to give you advice on your personal financial circumstances. You should
seek independent professional advice if you're unsure about anything mentioned in this guide
or what choices to make. Car Loans. Ads posted, Monday 22nd February This ad is Featured 5
images. Jaguar S type 2. This ad is Featured 11 images. Ongar, Essex. Jaguar S Type 2. Jaguar
S-Type '03 Norwich, Norfolk. Pagination Previous Currently on Page 1 2 3 4 5 Next. What is the
best year for a used Jaguar S-type? What kind of colours do you see on the most expensive
Jaguar S-type cars? How much is a used Jaguar S-type? About the FAQs This guide is intended
to provide general guidance only. Top searches Top locations. Buy and sell in a snap Get the
app for the best Gumtree experience. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Very polite, communicated well. Would recommend as a trustworthy dealer to
buy good used vehicles from. They guys are really nice and seemingly honest, This lot is a
purchase only site so you have to bring your own financing. Bought at Chevy Equinox for them.
After 2 and half weeks check engine light came on and have had nothing but problems. Sunroof
leaks, rust all under the car, connector replaced, in desperate need of tune up and other issues.
I called the dealership and they said there was nothing they could do. I will never buy another
car from them ever again. I highly recommend you look elsewhere. The dealer contacted me
after my initial contact. I responded with a few questions but did not hear back from the dealer.
This was an awesome experience! Teresa was awesome! So friendly went above and beyond to
help us. Stayed past closing so we could test drive the car which we bought. Jacob was a very
helpful salesman that closed this sale easily and quickly. We knew what we wanted and he gave
us a great deal on a great car. Thanks Jacob! Said was awesome and very helpful, I bought a
Honda Odyssey from him and for cheap price, he is a really good dealership that I have here
seen. Thank you so much Mr said. Buyer beware! Engine light came on, on the way home. Walk
before you buy anything. Very dishonest. Although I never made it to the dealer they were very
courteous and gave me all the details I needed for the car I just never made it down to the
dealership per se they were very willing to help and show me other options. I was contacted
within a few days. I had sent the request by accident. The person who contacted me was polite
and professional. The model year brings the only significant exterior styling changes in the

S-Type's short history. Alterations include new taillights, an all-aluminum hood, a face-lifted
front fascia. Inside, the S-Type sedan has a new bronze trim finish and redesigned
instrumentation. New packages include Aluminum Trim for both models, and a Vanden Plas
upgrade for the V-8, which includes burled walnut, premium leather and special wheels. The
Sport Package is also continued. Despite a variety of available upgrades and the availability of
the R-Style sedan, the S-Type continues with only two distinct trim levels. The sedan is
available with a 3. The V-8 models also adds several additional features. The 3. A six-speed
manual or six-speed automatic transmission is available with this engine. The 4. The 0 to 60
mph time is just 6. The S-Type has been generally well-reviewed since a series on much-needed
mechanical and electrical updates in The S-Type has been consistently praised for the overall
driving experience. Handling, responsiveness, and engine power are all top features among
owners. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Peyton. Kopperl, TX
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? We'll send you a quick email a
new Jaguar S-Type document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations
are totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if
you can Pretty please could you help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Jaguar
factory workshop software. Check out our popular Jaguar S-Type Manuals below:. Summary of
Content. With the sensor cluster still disconnected, switch the ignition to the "ON" position.
Check the voltage between the power and ground pins on the harness side of the connector.
NOTE: The voltage should be nominally 12 volts. The wiring must be thoroughly tested for
open-circuit, short-circuit, short-to-power and short-to-ground before assuming the control
module is faulty. The circuit diagram for the system should be checked so that all connectors
and splices are identified in the circuit and tested. The fault may therefore be in the wiring to the
Steering Angle Sensor. Warranty data shows the control module to rarely be at fault. If the
voltage is not nominally 12 volts, thoroughly test the wiring for open-circuit, short-circuit,
short-to-power and short-to-ground. Check the circuit diagram for the system to identify all
connectors and splices in the circuit. Check the integrity of all connectors and splices in the
circuit. NOTE: When carrying out the electrical integrity tests, flex all accessible wiring so that
intermittent faults may be provoked. Signal wiring tests may have to include a general check on
the vehicle's CAN bus. Check the circuit diagram to determine how the sensor cluster signal
pins are wired to the vehicle. Check wiring integrity with the sensor cluster signal wiring for
continuity, short-circuit, short-to-power, short-to-ground. If no problems are found in any of the
above tests, the Sensor Cluster should be replaced. Clear all DTCs and road test the vehicle.
Verifying correct steering geometry is particularly important if any mechanical work has been
carried out on the steering gear or if the vehicle has been involved in an accident. Check that
the vehicle has the correct wheels and tires installed all round and that the tires are properly
inflated. Check that the vehicle steering geometry is correctly set. Follow the procedures and
re-calibrate the Steering Angle Sensor. Using the diagnostic Data Logger, monitor all wheel
speed sensors while the vehicle is being driven in a straight line. Resolve any faults found.
Clear all DTCs and take the vehicle on a test drive of at least 10 miles 16 km. If no faults return,
return the vehicle to the customer. The following acronyms and abbreviations are used. This
information will be needed in the event further assistance is requested from Jaguar Technical
Helpline. Note DTCs and collect snap shot data. NOTE: A fault may be determined to be either
"permanent" or "intermittent" by using the diagnostic tool to clear the Diagnostic Trouble Code
DTC and carrying out an ignition reset or taking the vehicle on a test drive. A test drive should
include a good variety of left-hand and right-hand bends and junctions and cover at least 10
miles 16 km. Carry out an ignition reset. If no faults return on the next ignition cycle, take the
vehicle on a test drive. If any Sensor Cluster faults return, or if the vehicle has a history of
"intermittent" sensor cluster faults, carry out all sections that follow. Check that the sensor
cluster is securely and correctly bolted into position. Remove the sensor cluster connector;
inspect for any signs of corrosion or damage and re-install. Inspect any splices, checking for
corrosion or damage. Park the vehicle on a level surface with the road wheels in the straight
ahead position. NOTE: A small deviation from zero is acceptable as perfectly level surfaces and
straight ahead steering can never be guaranteed All outputs should be reading near zero.

Correct any faults found. Test drive the vehicle. If no further DTCs are logged, return the vehicle
to the customer. The circuit diagram should be checked to ensure the CAN bus has been
correctly identified. Check the circuit diagram to ensure you have correctly identified the vehicle
CAN bus. Turn the ignition to the "OFF" position. If the DTC analysis has identified a "suspect
control module", unplug this control module. A four pin connector will be grouped as two pairs.
Each pair of CAN pins can normally be identified by the wires to them being twisted together.
Identify the CAN pins in the unplugged control module connector. NOTE: Intermittent faults can
exist. If the resistance or voltage measurements are outside of the tolerance range, the cable
harnesses should be "wiggled" where possible while carrying out the tests. Also, connectors to
all control modules on the CAN bus should be disconnected and re-connected as this is often
enough to clean up light corrosion which is causing intermittent connectivity. The value
depends on where the control module is located in the CAN bus relative to other control
modules, however, for this bulletin test it does not matter which value is recorded as long as the
value is either 60 ohms or ohms. Measure and record the resistance across each pair of CAN
pins. With the connector still unplugged, switch the ignition to the "ON" position. Switch the
ignition to the "OFF" position. Re-connect the connector to its control module. Select another
control module on the CAN bus and repeat tests 6 to Page 30 2. Start the engine and allow to
idle. Remove the map DVD if present. The system should automatically update from the inserted
disc. Note: If the ignition key is turned "OFF" or the disc is ejected while the software is
updating, the unit will lose all software and will display a blank screen. If this happens, leave the
system for approximately 20 minutes with the ignition switched "ON" and the software disc
inserted, the system should then recover to complete the update. If the system does not recover
the navigation DVD unit will require replacement. When the update is complete the system will
display the "Leaper" screen and then time out to display one of the sub-systems Air
Conditioning, Radio, Navigation or Phone. Remove system software update disc. Re-insert the
map DVD. Turn the ignition key to the "OFF" position. Close luggage compartment lid. Note: For
future reference, use a permanent marker to indicate S on the software disc. Always refer to
DDW to obtain the latest repair time. DDW requires the use of causal part numbers. Labor only
claims must show the causal part number with a quantity of zero. Normal warranty policies and
procedures apply. Remove the cabin air filter housing. Remove the engine compartment panel.
Replace with this Bulletin. Updated information is shown with asterisks and black bars. Please
check DDW to ensure that the vehicle requires this rework prior to carrying out any repair. DDW
will be updated with only those vehicles that require rework action. At the time of confirming a
booking for vehicle repair, please ensure that all outstanding Field Service Actions are
identified to ensure the correct parts are available and adequate workshop time is allocated for
repairs to be completed at one visit. Note: All customer stored locations will be removed when
the software is updated memory points, avoid areas, recent destinations, home positions etc.
Open the luggage compartment lid. Tighten to 7 Nm. Vehicles with automatic transmission 1.
Tighten to 20 Nm. All vehicles 1. Tighten to 10 Nm. Vehicles with 4. The "Review Claim History"
function will provide a listing of all claims against the vehicle. If this service action number
appears in the program code field, do not perform this service action. Electrical System
Architecture Power Supplies The electrical system is a supply-side switched system. The
ignition switch directly carries much of the ignition switched power supply load. Power supply
is provided via three methods: - Direct battery power supply; - Ignition switched power supply; Switched system power supply. Fuse Boxes The electrical harness incorporates two hard-wired
power distribution fuse boxes: - the Front Power Distribution Fuse Box, located in the engine
compartment; - the Rear Power Distribution Fuse Box, located in the trunk. A serviceable
Primary Junction Fuse Box is located in the front right-hand foot well. All fuses and relays
except the trailer towing accessory kit are located in the two fuse boxes. Ground Studs Circuit
ground connections are made at body studs located throughout the vehicle. There are no
separate power and logic grounding systems; however, there are a certain number of
components that use unique ground points. Some systems also contain a Longitudinal
Acceleration sensor. Action: Should a sensor cluster fault arise, refer to the Repair Procedure
detailed in this bulletin to resolve the concern. Diagnostic information only. Normal warranty
policy and procedures apply. Shock loads such as dropping the sensor or hammering the
vehicle body work close to the sensor can cause permanent damage to the internal
components. Connect the Midtronics PSC power supply to the vehicle battery. Follow the IDS
prompts to read the vehicle configuration. When prompted Do you wish to read diagnostic
trouble codes? When the Content Model is displayed select Vehicle Configuration tab. Select
Configure Existing Modules from the drop down menu. Select Electronic Parking Brake from the
menu and then press 'tick' to continue. Follow all on-screen instructions to complete this task.
When the task is completed, exit the current session. Fill the cooling system. Vehicles with

automatic transaxle 1. Carry out transmission fluid level check. Remove the glove compartment.
Disconnect the headlamp levelling module electrical connector. Remove the headlamp levelling
module. To install, reverse the removal procedure. Remove fuse 38 from the engine
compartment fuse box prior to performing any under hood service in the area of the cooling fan.
Drain the cooling system. Reclaim the air conditioning refrigerant. Vehicles with 2. Remove the
air cleaner. All Vehicles 1. Remove the radiator mounting brackets. Detach the upper coolant
hose. Detach the expansion tank vent hose. This may be caused by the throttle limp home
spring diagnostic incorrectly diagnosing a fault when there is none present. Action: In the event
of a customer concern of the above, refer to the Repair Procedure outlined below to update the
ECM software. NOTE: Faults may be either "permanent" or "intermittent". Intermittent faults can
be difficult to find but are usually caused by wiring or connector issues. A "permanent" fault
may indicate that a control module has internal damage. If internal damage is discovered, the
module should be replaced. A fault may be determined to be either "permanent" or
"intermittent" by using the diagnostic tool to clear the Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC and
carrying out an ignition reset or completing a short drive cycle. A short drive cycle involves
driving the vehicle in a straight line up to a speed of 15 mph 24 kph. A faulting sensor may be
the cause of these errors but will typically log other DTCs in addition. It is necessary to
investigate the cause of any other DTCs and fix the issues causing them before going any
further. Resolving a problem causing other DTCs may also resolve the "internal control module
error". Resolve DTCs that are not flagged as an "internal control module error". NOTE: Internal
control module errors can be caused by poor or intermittent contact to power or ground. The
integrity of the control module power and ground connections should therefore be checked.
Check for continuity and short circuits. Where possible, flex wires while checking to search for
intermittent faults. Check the integrity of the control module power and ground connections.
Check for continuity and short circuits while flexing wires, where possible, to search for
intermittent faults. From the Session Type selection screen, choose 'Diagnosis'. Select
'continue'. Select the Recommendations tab. From the Recommendations tab, select Run to
configure the Powertrain control module. Exit the current session. Remove the luggage
compartment floor covering. Vehicles built up to VIN:N 1. Remove the luggage compartment
trim panel. Remove the luggage compartment side trim panel. Vehicles built from VIN:N 1.
Detach the luggage compartment side trim panel and reposition to one side. Disconnect the
electrical and optic fibre connectors. Remove the module. Installation 1. Disconnect the battery
ground cable. Detach the luggage compartment side trim panel. Detach the module retaining
bracket. Disconnect the navigation system module electrical connectors and fibre optic
connector. Remove the navigation system module. Disconnect the condenser core supply and
return lines. Lower the vehicle. Remove the cooling module. Installation All vehicles 1. Tighten
to 8 Nm. Start the engine. Firmly apply and release the footbrake five 5 times. Lightly press the
footbrake pedal. Apply the parking brake by using the EPB switch. Release the parking brake by
using the EPB switch. Release the footbrake. Disconnect the hydraulic control unit HCU
electrical connector. Detach the engine compartment battery junction box. Remove the
windshield washer reservoir. Remove the anti-lock brake system ABS module. If they do not
agree then a timer is started. If at the end of the period the commanded and actual relay states
do not agree then the DTC is flagged. Page Use this Hyperlink to access Figure Numbers
referred to in the diagram. Remove the cabin air filter. Remove the engine compartment support.
Remove the cabin air filter housing retaining nut. To trace a plausibility fault it will be necessary
to check all sensors relating to the plausibility and the CAN communication between the
relevant control modules. Principles: Jaguar vehicles use a variety of sensors located around
the vehicle. The systems relying on these sensors use plausibility checks to monitor their
"health". For example, the health of a brake pedal switch may be monitored by checking if the
brakes master cylinder pressure increases when the brake pedal switch operates. Often
plausibility checks will be carried out by comparing a sensor signal to another signal that is
being sent via the CAN bus. A plausibility fault is therefore not a CAN fault but in order to trace
a plausibility fault it may be necessary to be aware that CAN issues could have contributed to
the fault being raised. If a system shows a plausibility fault it is necessary to check all sensors
relating to the plausibility and the CAN communication between the relevant control modules.
The first control module should contain DTCs indicating a hard fault or that the module may
have shut down completely. A module has shut down completely if diagnostic communication
with that module can not be established. These same systems also publish signals on the CAN
bus so that other systems such as the Engine or Instrument Pack can access them. Many
control modules on the vehicle are therefore dependent on other control modules if they are to
provide fault free functionality. This dependency may cause a hard fault in one control module
to shut down functionality in a second control module. The loss of functionality in the second

control module may in turn knock out a third control module. The root cause of the problem can
therefore not be solved until the chain is followed to the first control module. The first control
module should contain DTCs indicating a hard fault or it may have shut down completely. A
module should not be replaced until the root cause of the fault has been determined. In this
case the diagnosis should concentrate on tracing which control module or modules have
stopped sending signals. It may be necessary to trace the "CAN fault chain" to get to the root
cause. It may also help to look for common patterns in the DTCs stored by a number of control
modules. For example, if several control modules are reporting missing CAN data from the
Transmission, then the Transmission Control Module TCM should fall under suspicion as the
origin of the fault. Environmental conditions that put extra strain on the battery, such as cold
weather, may make these faults more likely to occur. The vehicle battery condition should
therefore always be confirmed as good when diagnosing missing CAN data. Ensure the vehicle
battery condition is good. Identify the control module that is at the source of failing to publish
data on the CAN bus. Check the powers and grounds on the suspect control module. Detach the
lower coolant hose. Detach the radiator seal. Raise the vehicle. Remove the radiator lower cowl.
NOTE: Left-hand shown, right-hand similar. Detach the power steering oil cooler. Disconnect
the electrical connector. Detach the harness. Remove the parking aid module. When a vehicle
has been left parked for some period it is possible that this threshold may be reached. Action:
Should a customer express concern, re-configure the parking brake module to the new software
level to resolve this issue using Integrated Diagnostic System IDS. Follow the Repair Procedure
outlined in this bulletin. Remove the C-pillar trim panel. Disconnect the antenna isolator module
electrical connectors. Remove the antenna isolator module retaining bracket. Remove the
antenna isolator module. NOTE: Make sure the retaining clip is not removed. Detach the coolant
expansion tank lower hose. Disconnect the cooling module electrical connectors. Disconnect
the front crash sensor. Detach the wiring harness. The ECM receives input signals from engine
sensors to evaluate engine-operating conditions. In addition, the ECM communicates with other
powertrain systems and vehicle systems. The ECM then processes the sensor information and
the information received from other systems using programmed software strategies and issues
control output signals to the engine and emission control functional systems. At it's very basic
level of control the ECM: - Takes engine speed and load input signals. Faults are stored in ECM
memory as codes. Technician access to the DTCs and data is gained through a diagnostic data
link. The ECM turns itself off by releasing this relay. If it has done this but is still operating then
there is a fault with the ECM control relay circuit and this is logged. If the checksums do not
agree, a failure judgment is made. During ignition on, the main processor mirror checks certain
sequence, RAM and ROM calculations with the sub processor. If the mirror checks do not agree,
a failure judgment is made. Sub Processor Monitor This monitor duplicates various sections of
the throttle control functions performed by the sub processor in the main processor and
continuously compares the results during ignition on. In case of the sub processor value
differing from the main processor value by more than a calibratable amount, a failure judgment
is made. The following functions are checked: - Throttle target calculation. If the supply input is
low, the status flag is set. When the ignition is cycled the fault timer is incremented until the
timer reaches the calibrated time, thus the fault flag is set. Any corruption of RAM data will
result in a monitoring failure judgment being made. If all RAM data is verified then a monitoring
normal judgment is made. If all the data values and their mirrors match, a normal judgment is
made. If any of the EEPROM data values differ from the value stored in their mirror location then
a failure judgment is made and P is logged. Remove the passenger side instrument panel lower
trim panel. Remove the PCM. Do not force or overtighten the electrical connectors. Detach the
parking brake module. Remove the parking brake module. Disconnect the parking brake module
electrical connectors. Installation NOTE: If a new parking brake module is installed it must be
configured using the Jaguar approved diagnostic system. This type of data will occur because
of a specific fault with the system from where the signal has been sent. Signals may be
identified as missing from a particular system or a general CAN bus failure may be identified.
The DTC description will identify the system from which specific signals may be missing. A
general CAN bus failure can be caused by a problem in a control module, but is typically an
indication of a problem with the CAN bus wiring. Install the driver side instrument panel lower
trim. Connect the battery ground cable. Using the approved Jaguar diagnostic system configure
the speed control module. If exposed to these charges, damage may result. NOTE: Make sure
the audio unit keycode is available before disconnecting the battery ground cable. Remove the
driver side instrument panel lower trim. Disconnect the speed control module electrical
connector. Remove the speed control module. Install the speed control module. Connect the
speed control module electrical connector. Disconnect the electrical connectors. Detach the
module mounting bracket. Remove the module mounting bracket. Check that the sensor that

relates directly to the plausibility fault, identified by the DTC, is correctly and securely mounted.
Disconnect the auxiliary water pump electrical connector. Detach the auxiliary water pump.
Disconnect the dual coolant flow valve electrical connector. Detach the dual coolant flow valve.
Disconnect the throttle poten
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tiometer TP electrical connector. Detach the brake tube securing brackets. Detach the
transmission oil cooler inlet and return pipes. These may include problems with the
microprocessor, power supply or driver circuit e. Internal control module errors are usually a
good indication of a genuine control module fault, but can sometimes be logged as a result of
other faults that are external to the control module. NOTE: After following the guidance in this
bulletin, if no definite cause was found for an internal control module DTC, and the vehicle does
not have a history of repeat failures, and all DTCs have been cleared and have not returned after
a test drive of at least 10 miles 16km , the vehicle can be returned to the customer. Get notified
when we add a new JaguarS-Type Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jaguar vehicles, were you
looking for one of these? Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or add
your coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals.

